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On the Connectivity of Cayley Digraphs 
Y AHY A OULD HAMIDOUNE 
We prove that the atom of a Cayley diagraph which contains the unity is a subgroup. As an 
application we obtain a short proof for a theorem of Imrich on the connectivity of the assignment 
polytope. We prove also that the connectivity of a Cayley digraph defined by a minimal generating 
set is equal to its indegree. This result generalizes a theorem of Godsil in the undirected case. 
We construct a class of Cayley digraphs with optimal connectivity. A symmetric subclass of our 
class was constructed by Boesch and Felger. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Notions not defined here can be found in Berge [2]. By a digraph we mean a directed 
graph without loops or multiple arcs. As usual we identify undirected graphs with 
symmetric digraphs. We study atoms of Cayley digraphs and prove that an atom of a 
Cayley digraph which contains the unity is a subgroup. 
As an application we obtain a very short proof of a theorem of Imrich on the connectivity 
of the assignment polytope [10]. We prove that a Cayley digraph defined by a minimal 
generating system has optimal connectivity. This result was proved for symmetric digraphs 
by Godsil [6]. We construct a class of Cayley digraphs with optimal connectivity, i.e. the 
minimal outdegree. A symmetric subclass of this class was constructed by Boesch and 
Felger [2]. 
2. FRAGMENTS OF A DIGRAPH 
Let D = (V, E) be a digraph. A subset T of V is called a cutset of D if DV-T is not 
strongly connected. The connectivity of D is 
K(D)=min{ITI: T is a cutset or iV- TI= l}. 
A cutset of minimal cardinality is called a minimum cutset. D is said to be strongly 
h-connected for h"s; K(D). Let Fe V we set 
N+(F) = r+(F) - F, 
N-(F) = r-(F) - F, 
R-(F) = V - (Fu N+(F» 
R+(F) = V - (Fu N-(F». 
A subset F of V is called a positive (negative) fragment of D if IN+(F)I = K(D) 
(IN-(F)I = K(D» and R-(F) ¥- 0 (R+(F) ¥- 0). A fragment of minimal cardinality is 
called an atom. The notion of atom was introduced by Watkins [13]. The above directed 
notion is due to Chaty [5]. For basic properties of atoms and fragments of digraphs, cf. 
[8]. We give below some results about atoms. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Watkins [13]). Two distinct atoms of a connected graph are disjoint. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Mader [II]). Let G be a connected graph A be an atom of G and T be 
a minimum cutset of G. Then AcT or AnT = 0. 
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THEOREM 2.3 (Hamidoune [8]). Let D = (V, E) be a strongly connected digraph, A be 
a positive atom of D and F be a positive fragment of D. Then A c F or An F = 0. In 
particular two distinct positive atoms are disjoint. 
We observe that Theorem 2.2 implies Theorem 2.1 and that Theorem 2.3 implies 
Theorem 2.2. If we replace in Theorem 2.3, 'positive' by 'negative', the result remains 
valid. This can be easily proved by using the fact that a negative fragment of D is a 
positive fragment of D- 1• The statement obtained from Theorem 2.2 by replacing con-
nected graph by strongly connected digraph is not true as shown by Chaty [5]. This 
statement is equivalent to the statement that a positive atom is disjoint from every negative 
fragment not containing it. 
A vertex-transitive digraph is a digraph with an automorphism group transitive on the 
set of vertices. For basic relations between groups and graphs, cf. Halin [7]. 
The following result generalizes a theorem of Watkins for graphs. 
THEOREM 2.4 [8]. Let D = (V, E) be a vertex-transitive digraph, A be a positive atom 
of D. Then DAis a vertex-transitive digraph. Moreover the set of positive atoms of D form 
a partition of V. 
3. CAYLEY DIGRAPHS 
Let G be a group and S c G - I. The right Cayley digraph L( G, S) = (G, U) is defined 
by U = {(x, y): x -I YES}. The left Cayley digraph is defined by replacing x -I y by yx -I. 
We will consider only right Cayley digraphs. But similar results hold for left Cayley 
digraphs. We assume that all groups and digraphs finite. The results are generally false 
in the infinite case. 
The left translations are automorphisms of L( G, S). Hence L( G, S) is a vertex-transitive 
digraph. By Theorem 2.4 there is a unique positive or a unique negative atom of L( G, S) 
containing I. We cannot assert that a noncomplete digraph contains a positive atom (or 
a negative one). But at least one positive or negative atom exists. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite group and A be a positive (negative) atom containing 
1 of L( G, S), where S is a subset of G - 1. Then A is the subgroup of G generated by S n A. 
The positive (negative) atoms of L( G, S) are the left cosets of G with respect to A. 
Proof. We may assume A positive, the case of a negative atom is similar. Let x be an 
arbitrary element of A. Then xA is a positive atom of L( G, S), since the left translation 
(y -+ xy) is a digraph automorphism. Using Theorem 2.3, we have A = xA. This means 
that A is closed under the group product. Therefore A is a subgroup of G. 
In order to prove that A is generated by S n A it is sufficient to prove that every element 
of A is a product of a sequence of elements of S n A. Let x be an arbitrary element of 
A. There is a directed path [xo, x .... . , xd contained in A, with Xo = 1 and Xk = x (observe 
that an atom is strongly connected, this property is easy (cf. [8]). Using the definition of 
L( G, S), we have X j+ 1 = XjSi+ .. where Sj+1 E S. It follows that x = n~+1 Sj, but Sj = X~I Xj+1 E A. 
The remaining part of the proposition is an easy consequence of the fact that left-
translations act transitively on G. 
Let C be the set of cycles of Sym(n) with length ;;;.2. The assignment polytope is 
defined as L(Sym(n), C). Balinski and Russakov conjectured that this graph has the 
optimal connectivity [1]. Brualdi and Gibson proved this conjecture for n ~ 4 [4]. Imrich 
proved it [10]. We use the above proposition to derive a short proof of Imrich's result. 
We note that C is stable by conjugation. 
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Remark [10]. A group automorphism f such that f(S) = S is an automorphism of the 
digraph L( G, S). 
This remark is used by Imrich [10]. It is a direct consequence of the definitions. 
The following corollary contains clearly the conjecture of Balinski and Russakov. 
COROLLARY 3.2 (Imrich [10]). Let S be a set of generator~ of Sym(n) (n ~ 5) such that 
xSx- 1 = S for every x E Sym(n). Then 
K(L(Sym(n), S) = lsi. 
PROOF. Let A be an atom of L(Sym(n), S) containing the identity. We consider only 
the case of a positive atom, the case of a negative atom being similar. By Theorem 3.1 
A is a subgroup of Sym(n). Since S is stable under any inner automorphism, the inner 
automorphisms are graph automorphisms by the above remark. Hence xAx- 1 is a positive 
atom for every x. By Theorem 2.3, we have A = xAx- 1, for every x (observe that I E xAx- 1). 
Therefore A is a normal subgroup of Sym(n) . Since the order of an atom is less than 
half the order of the digraph, A¥- Alt(n). Therefore A is the trivial subgroup (observe 
that Alt(n) is the unique normal subgroup of Sym(n». 
4. CAYLEY DIGRAPHS WITH MINIMAL SET OF GENERATORS 
Godsil proved in [6] that a symmetric Cayley digraph defined by a minimal generating 
system has optimal connectivity. In this section we generalize this result to any Cayley 
digraph. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a finite group, S be a minimal generating subset of G and 
S' be a subset of S-l. Then 
K(L(G, Su S'» = ISu s'l. 
PROOF. Suppose the contrary and let A be an atom of L( G, SuS') containing the 
unity. Without loss of generality we may assume A positive. By proposition 3.1, A is a 
subgroup of G generated by (S uS') n A. It follows that A is generated by S n A. Let x 
and y be two distinct elements of S - A. By the minimality of S we see easily that 
AxnAy= 0. Therefore IN+(A)I~IS-SoIIAI, where So=SnA (observe that N+(A):::> 
USES-SO As). It follows that 
IAI-I +21s - sol ~ d+(I) ~ K(L( G, Su S'»+ I ~ Is - Soli AI + I. 
Hence IAI ~ 2. It follows that IAI = 2 and d+(l) = 21s - sol + l. Using the relation IAI = 2 
and the above inequality, we have 
I +2Is-sol~ K(L(G, Su S'»+ I ~2Is-sol+ l. 
Hence IN+(A)I=K(L(G,SuS'»=2Is-sol. It follows that N+(A)=(S-So)A. Take 
A={l,a}. Using Theorem 3.1, we see that aES. We have N+(a)c(A-a)uN+(A). 
From the above relations, we have N+(a) c {I} u (S - So) A. But IN+(a)1 = d+(a) = 
d+(l) = 21s - sol + l. Therefore N+(a) = (S - So)A u {l}. Let s E S - A, we have S E N+(a) 
since I E A. It follows that s = at, for some t E S. Clearly teA (observe that A is a 
subgroup). The last relation implies that a belongs to the subgroup generated by S - a, 
which contradicts the minimality of S. 
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5. CAYLEY DIGRAPHS ON Zn 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let n be an integer and 1 = b l < b2 < ... < bs < n be a sequence of 
integers such that bi+1 - bi ~ min(2, bi - bi-I), for 2,,;; i,,;; s -I. Let S be the set of integers 
bi, 1,,;; i,,;; s, modulo n. Then K(L(Zn, S» = s. 
PROOF. Suppose the contrary and let A be an atom of L(Zn, S), say a positive atom. 
We may suppose 0 E A. Let t = min( i: bi E A). We show that b, ~ t + 1. Suppose on the 
contrary that we have bi = i, for 1,,;; i,,;; t. Since A contains t, we have tlAI ~ n (observe 
that the order of t is at least r nl t 1). From the definition of t, we see easily that A + i;c A + j, 
O,,;;i<j<t. It follows that n > IAuN+(A)I~tIAI~n (observe that AuN+(A):::>A+i, 
0,,;; i,,;; t -1). This contradiction proves that b, ~ t + 1. Hence bi+1 - bi ~ 2, for some i < t. 
Let x E An S, we have x + 1 E Au N +(A), but x + 1 e A, otherwise q E A (A is a proper 
subgroup). Using the relation bi+1 - bi ~ 2, we see that x + 1 e s. Hence x + 1 E N +(A) - S. 
It follows that IA n sl,,;; IN+(A) - sl. It follows that 
IN+(A)I = IN+(A) n sl+IN+(A)-SI~ IN+(A) n sl+ls nAI = lsi, 
observe that S = N+(O) c Au N+(A). It follows that 
d +(O) = lsi,,;; IN+(A)I = K(L(Z", S», 
a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let n be an integer and let 1 = b l < b2 < . .. < bs < nl2 be a sequence 
of integers. Let S be the set of these integers modulo nand S' be a subset of -So Suppose 
bi+1 - bi ~ min(2, bi - bi - I), 2,,;; i,,;; s -1. Then K(L(Zn, Su S') = Is u s'l. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
The case S' = -S was proved by Boesch and Felger [3J under the condition b i + 1 - bi ~ 
bi - bi-I' Our proof is considerably shorter. 
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